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I doubt that many folks think of it that way anymore. I note that he seemed to be a tad miffed back in because
when the G. Grandpa obviously took the celebration of the birth of our nation seriously. For establishing and
maintaining a democratic society is no easy task. Recent events in Egypt hopefully serve to illustrate that just
ousting a dictator benevolent or not in order to establish a democratic system of government is just one step in
a long process. Moreover, it requires that parties be tolerant of diverse views. If you look closely at the pic of
the children at the Olympic Club from "The Glorious Fourth " you will note that they were singing. And what
they were singing was, "America, America, God shed his grace on thee Kilbane established a training camp
about 2 miles east of Vermilion Village. This essay is a repeat. It appeared eight years ago in the June 12,
edition of the VPJ. I elected to use it again for three reasons. The first is because it is an extremely compelling
story. The second is because of its parabolic nature. And the third â€” and perhaps the most important reason:
Some folks missed it the first time. The name rolls off the tongue like a good Irish name should. Persons
familiar with the history of prizefighting may know that Johnny Kilbane was a popular 20th century
featherweight boxer who held the title from to He held that title longer than any other fighter in that division.
It was, incidentally, also the second longest world boxing title held by any fighter in history. Only Joe Louis
held a title for a longer period of time. His mother died when he was three, and his father lost his eyesight
when he was ten. To contribute to their support he left school after the sixth grade and took a job as a laborer
on the ore docks along the Cuyahoga River. His years at St. While there he had developed a passion for the
stage. He had a reasonably good tenor voice, took a few turns at playing the violin, and loved to dance. And
whilst his teachers did not discourage his dream of becoming an actor they did encourage him to participate in
gymnastics. During his teen years he began frequenting West Side dance halls where his natural dancing
abilities easily made him a favorite of the ladies on the floor - but due to his frail appearance took him little
further. And it was in pursuit of this passion that brought him one night in the winter of to the old La Salle
Club on W. A washed-up Irish fighter by the name of Tom Sharkey was there to put on an exhibition match
with another fighter named Otto Craig. The match was a no-brainer - but was well attended by a crowd of
prominent Clevelanders wanting to see the man who had stood in the ring with other Irish fight heroes like
Corbett, Jeffries, and Fitzsimmons. And midst the heavy cigar smoke, the lights, and the general excitement of
the event Johnny Kilbane opted to trade the spotlight of the stage for that of the ring. Confiding his new
passion with a boyhood advisor named Perk Gibbons, who ran an elevator in Cleveland City Hall, Gibbons
was skeptical - but not wholly critical of his young friend. Gibbons gave the boy a note for Dunn, loaned him
30 cents for the fare on the Lake Shore Electric interurban to Crystal, and sent him off in search of his dream.
This meant that there would be no training exhibition that day unless someone could stand in for the injured
fighter. And the youngster who had never before had a pair of gloves on his hands so impressed Dunn with his
desire and speed that he invited the youngster to become his pupil. The rest is, of course, boxing history.
During his career he would fight over times, and lose only 4 matches. But back to Vermilion. Johnny Kilbane
established a training camp about 2 miles east of Vermilion Village. It was located on the lake just north of
Lake Road on the west side of what is now Helen Drive. The railroad intersects the property. The larger photo
is that of Johnny right and Jimmy Dunn left his mentor, manager, and friend. After he retired from the ring in
he maintained the camp as a recreation and health camp for young men and boys. About the New York Life
Insurance Company, that held the mortgage on the property, assumed management responsibilities of the
facility and renamed it Camp Hakoah. Some of the buildings still [in ] exist on the property. After his boxing
career, Johnny refereed boxing matches, operated a gym, taught physical education at local schools and for a
time worked in real estate. In he entered politics and was elected to the Ohio State Senate. He later served as a
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member of the Ohio State House of Representatives, resigning that post in when he became the Cleveland
Municipal Court Clerk. And on May 31, he died in Cleveland bested in a final bout with a formidable
opponent called cancer. Initially I said that "This will not take the place of the "Macabre" stuff all the time but will supplement whilst I search for more macabre stories to tell. For several days this week boys have been
committing depredations in and near Vermilion, but Monday evening, four ranging from 12 to16 years of age
hailing from Cleveland were gathered in and placed in jail. Bob Parsons was delivering papers late in the
afternoon when he was set upon by boys who took his cap and ran away with it. There were seven in the gang
and after an exciting chase three were caught and brought before the mayor. They gave their names, ages and
residence as follows: Raymond Balcon, 16, Hamilton St. They were sent to jail for safekeeping. Later another
boy was caught who gave his name as Willie Brown. He too was jailed. Tuesday morning the four were
brought before the mayor. The one who gave the name as Brown said his name was John Johnson instead of
Brown. The Balcon and Shepperd boys were told to go home but the others who had the appearance of toughs
were sent back to jail. He boys were released later when their parents sent for them. It approached and entered
the harbor. Its peaceful intent was apparent as no cannon appeared from its portholes so the cannon on
exchange place were not manned. The apparition finally was brought to the dock formerly occupied by the
Wyandotte, and made fast. Upon closer investigation several persons were discovered on board who had a
familiar appearance. The apparition developed into a houseboat, which had been towed form Sandusky Bay to
Vermilion by two sailboats. The party, we believe, expect to journey to Oak Point to engage in fishing. It
appears that the entire Silverwood family as may be obvious were apparently lovers of the spirits as well.
Never a dull moment in old Vermilion. The attorney general has rendered a decision to the state board of
pharmacy to the effect that conviction of a druggist for selling narcotics contrary to the law constitutes
sufficient proof of immorality to support the board in revoking his license. This puts a powerful weapon in the
hands of the board in tis campaign to stop the practice of druggists who sell cocaine without prescriptions.
Heretofore it has been held that druggists accused of the practice could only be fined for a misdemeanor. Their
licenses were secure. The board will meet in Columbus in October to plan its campaign. Fields has a narrow
escape rom death Saturday. She was sitting in a rocking chair near a window in her home when a stray bullet
passed through the knot of hair on top of her head and buried itself in the sideboard. The shot was fired by a
man killing sparrows. Street names on crossings would be a good ting for Vermilionites â€” a better thing for
strangers. When may we expect to have the stove factory and stamping works running full capacity? Too
much machinery in both to be left idle so long. Elyria Merchants will picnic at Linwood Park Aug. All
business places in Elyria will be closed for the day. This report cannot be verified. The yacht races at
Put-in-Bay are attracting considerable attention. Some of the boats are well known at Vermilion having been
here in the harbor. The Nickel Plate passenger trains will operate through Cleveland via the Union depot in the
near future. This is good news for Nickel Plate patrons. It is expected that the tug Stricker will take a crowds
to the races at the Bay today. Otto Full who was reported quite ill with typhoid fever is some better this
morning. Coen are entertaining their father W. Coen of Rensselaer, Ind. Coen of Rockford, Ill. Krapp is
greatly improving his home on Grand Street by having a commodious porch built. Souvenir Post Cards at
News Office. Albert Hart spent yesterday in Cleveland and attended the ball game. Born â€” To Mr. Henry
Kishman, Wednesday, July 26, , a son.
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He was the seventh and last child of Samuel Ogden Edison Jr. By contrast, Samuel Jr. Once across the border,
he found his way to Milan, Ohio. His patrilineal family line was Dutch by way of New Jersey; the surname
had originally been "Edeson. The cause of his deafness has been attributed to a bout of scarlet fever during
childhood and recurring untreated middle-ear infections. Around the middle of his career, Edison attributed
the hearing impairment to being struck on the ears by a train conductor when his chemical laboratory in a
boxcar caught fire and he was thrown off the train in Smiths Creek, Michigan , along with his apparatus and
chemicals. In his later years, he modified the story to say the injury occurred when the conductor, in helping
him onto a moving train, lifted him by the ears. He became a telegraph operator after he saved three-year-old
Jimmie MacKenzie from being struck by a runaway train. MacKenzie of Mount Clemens, Michigan , was so
grateful that he trained Edison as a telegraph operator. He also studied qualitative analysis and conducted
chemical experiments on the train until he left the job. These talents eventually led him to found 14
companies, including General Electric , still one of the largest publicly traded companies in the world. Edison
requested the night shift, which allowed him plenty of time to spend at his two favorite pastimesâ€”reading
and experimenting. Eventually, the latter pre-occupation cost him his job. One night in , he was working with
a leadâ€”acid battery when he spilled sulfuric acid onto the floor. The next morning Edison was fired. His first
patent was for the electric vote recorder, U. Patent 90, , which was granted on June 1, Edison was legally
attributed with most of the inventions produced there, though many employees carried out research and
development under his direction. His staff was generally told to carry out his directions in conducting
research, and he drove them hard to produce results. William Joseph Hammer , a consulting electrical
engineer, started working for Edison and began his duties as a laboratory assistant in December He assisted in
experiments on the telephone, phonograph, electric railway, iron ore separator , electric lighting , and other
developing inventions. However, Hammer worked primarily on the incandescent electric lamp and was put in
charge of tests and records on that device see Hammer Historical Collection of Incandescent Electric Lamps.
In , he was appointed chief engineer of the Edison Lamp Works. According to Edison, Hammer was "a
pioneer of incandescent electric lighting". Sprague , a competent mathematician and former naval officer , was
recruited by Edward H. Johnson and joined the Edison organization in About a dozen were design patents ,
which protect an ornamental design for up to a year period. As in most patents, the inventions he described
were improvements over prior art. The phonograph patent, in contrast, was unprecedented as describing the
first device to record and reproduce sounds. Edison said he wanted the lab to have "a stock of almost every
conceivable material". With Menlo Park, Edison had created the first industrial laboratory concerned with
creating knowledge and then controlling its application. Problems playing this file? Edison began his career as
an inventor in Newark, New Jersey , with the automatic repeater and his other improved telegraphic devices,
but the invention that first gained him wider notice was the phonograph in Despite its limited sound quality
and that the recordings could be played only a few times, the phonograph made Edison a celebrity. Joseph
Henry , president of the National Academy of Sciences and one of the most renowned electrical scientists in
the US, described Edison as "the most ingenious inventor in this country Carbon telephone transmitter In ,
Edison began work to improve the microphone for telephones at that time called a "transmitter" by developing
a carbon microphone , which consists of two metal plates separated by granules of carbon that would change
resistance with the pressure of sound waves. A steady direct current is passed between the plates through the
granules and the varying resistance results in a modulation of the current, creating a varying electric current
that reproduces the varying pressure of the sound wave. Up to that point, microphones, such as the ones
developed by Johann Philipp Reis and Alexander Graham Bell , worked by generating a weak current. The
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carbon microphone works by modulating a direct current and, subsequently, using a transformer to transfer the
signal so generated to the telephone line. Edison was one of many inventors working on the problem of
creating a usable microphone for telephony by having it modulate an electrical current passed through it. This
type was put in use in [39] and was used in all telephones along with the Bell receiver until the s. Electric light
Main article: Others who developed early and commercially impractical incandescent electric lamps included
Humphry Davy , James Bowman Lindsay , Moses G. Farmer , [42] William E. Some of these early bulbs had
such flaws as an extremely short life, high expense to produce, and high electric current drawn, making them
difficult to apply on a large scale commercially. This lamp must have high resistance and use relatively low
voltage around volts. Issued January 27, Morgan , Spencer Trask , [52] and the members of the Vanderbilt
family. Edison made the first public demonstration of his incandescent light bulb on December 31, , in Menlo
Park. It was during this time that he said: The Edison equipment was removed from Columbia in Latimer had
received a patent in January for the "Process of Manufacturing Carbons", an improved method for the
production of carbon filaments for light bulbs. Latimer worked as an engineer, a draftsman and an expert
witness in patent litigation on electric lights. Sawyer and was, therefore, invalid. The DC supply system
provided electricity supplies to street lamps and several private dwellings within a short distance of the station.
On January 19, , the first standardized incandescent electric lighting system employing overhead wires began
service in Roselle, New Jersey. War of currents Main article: War of Currents Extravagant displays of electric
lights quickly became a feature of public events, as in this picture from the Tennessee Centennial Exposition.
As Edison expanded his direct current DC power delivery system, he received stiff competition from
companies installing alternating current AC systems. From the early s AC arc lighting systems for streets and
large spaces had been an expanding business in the US. With the development of transformers in Europe and
by Westinghouse Electric in the US in â€”, it became possible to transmit AC long distances over thinner and
cheaper wires, and "step down" the voltage at the destination for distribution to users. Small cities and rural
areas could not afford an Edison style system at all, leaving a large part of the market without electrical
service. AC companies expanded into this gap. Edison expressed views that AC was unworkable and the high
voltages used were dangerous. As George Westinghouse installed his first AC systems in , Thomas Edison
struck out personally against his chief rival stating, "Just as certain as death, Westinghouse will kill a customer
within six months after he puts in a system of any size. He has got a new thing and it will require a great deal
of experimenting to get it working practically. One notion is that the inventor could not grasp the more
abstract theories behind AC and was trying to avoid developing a system he did not understand. Edison also
appeared to have been worried about the high voltage from misinstalled AC systems killing customers and
hurting the sales of electric power systems in general. This turned into a media frenzy against high voltage
alternating current and the seemingly greedy and callous lighting companies that used it. Brown in a
propaganda campaign, aiding Brown in the public electrocution of animals with AC, and supported legislation
to control and severely limit AC installations and voltages to the point of making it an ineffective power
delivery system in what was now being referred to as a "battle of currents". That year, the financier J. General
Electric now controlled three-quarters of the US electrical business and would compete with Westinghouse for
the AC market. Edison and Mina spent many winters at their home in Fort Myers, and Edison tried to find a
domestic source of natural rubber. Initially, only Ford and Firestone were to contribute funds to the project
while Edison did all the research. Dally made himself an enthusiastic human guinea pig for the fluoroscopy
project and was exposed to a poisonous dose of radiation. He later died of injuries related to the exposure. In ,
a shaken Edison said: His impetus for its creation was the desire to measure the heat from the solar corona
during the total Solar eclipse of July 29, Telegraph improvements This section possibly contains original
research. Please improve it by verifying the claims made and adding inline citations. Statements consisting
only of original research should be removed. With knowledge gained from years of working as a telegraph
operator, he learned the basics of electricity. This allowed him to make his early fortune with the stock ticker ,
the first electricity-based broadcast system. On August 9, , Edison received a patent for a two-way telegraph.
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Edison was also granted a patent for the motion picture camera or "Kinetograph". He did the
electromechanical design while his employee W. Dickson , a photographer, worked on the photographic and
optical development. Much of the credit for the invention belongs to Dickson. This device was installed in
penny arcades, where people could watch short, simple films. The kinetograph and kinetoscope were both first
publicly exhibited May 20, Later, he exhibited motion pictures with voice soundtrack on cylinder recordings,
mechanically synchronized with the film. Maguire and Joseph D. Baucus a dozen machines. Bush placed from
October 17, , the first kinetoscopes in London. In the last three months of , the Continental Commerce
Company sold hundreds of kinetoscopes in Europe i. The first kinetoscopes arrived in Belgium at the Fairs in
early The main investors in this company were Belgian industrialists. The businessman Ladislas-Victor
Lewitzki, living in London but active in Belgium and France, took the initiative in starting this business. In ,
he also became a shareholder of the Biograph and Mutoscope Company for France.
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Sandusky City Commissioners have agreed to donate $1, in public funds for a bust of Martin Luther King Jr. The
Sandusky Pioneer Committee now has close to half of the $10, it costs for the bronze sculpture of King; with plans for it
to go on display at Freedom Plaza in Washington Park.

It is one of the largest universities in Europe, with about 60, students,[3] a permanent teaching and research
staff of about 2, It consistently ranks one of the best universities of Italy, both overall and in specific subject
areas. In the most recent ranking of Italian universities released by ANVUR in February , Statale ranked first
among Italian universities in the areas of political science, sociology, law, and philosophy. History Via Festa
del Perdono, the University of Milan Cloister of the main building Physics Department, seen from across Via
Celoria Early years The University of Milan was founded in from the merger of two institutions that boasted a
great tradition of medical, scientific and humanistic studies: By , the University already had the fourth-highest
number of enrolled students in Italy, after Naples , Rome and Padua. At the time of its foundation, there were
four "traditional" schools - Law, Humanities, Medicine and Mathematical, Physical and Natural Sciences;
then, in the s, the Schools of Veterinary Medicine and Agriculture were introduced, after the aggregation of
the old schools of Veterinary Medicine and Agriculture The building, one of the first Italian examples of civil
architecture - commissioned in the 15th century by the Sforza family, the dukes of Milan - was seriously
damaged by the bombings of The University added to its range of courses and at the same time increased its
number of centres. In there were 22 degree courses and 75, enrolled students, which increased to 90, by The
University of Milan-Bicocca. The University of Insubria was also established in Varese, bringing together
courses that were already offered at Varese and Como by the Universities of Milan and Pavia. At the
conclusion of this process, notwithstanding the reduction in the number of students, the University of Milan
was still the largest institution in Lombardy and still one of the largest in the country. The law that
transformed the education system opened a new phase of change. The University updated its range of courses,
trying to adapt them to better suit the evolution of the social demand for education and the innovation of the
production system: The most recent phase of expansion concerned the fields of communication science,
intercultural mediation and art, but there are also ongoing projects relating to the sectors of information
technology, veterinary medicine and biomedicine. Furthermore, there was also a strengthening of commitment
to technology transfer and the practical application of scientific research results in the economic-production
context. Present At the present time, the University comprises 9 schools, study courses both undergraduate and
graduate , 19 doctoral schools scuole di dottorato and 92 specialisation schools scuole di specializzazione.
Approximately 65, students are enrolled at the University. The teaching staff is composed of 2, tenured
professors and researchers and approximately adjunct professors. More than 2, people work in the technical
and administrative sector. Thanks to its commitment to basic and applied research, the University is among the
top institutions in the main national and international rankings. Campuses Chiostro della ghiacciaia Icehouse
cloister The University of Milan possesses an important artistic and cultural heritage that includes important
historic buildings, inherited and acquired collections, archives, botanical gardens and the old Brera
Astronomical Observatory commissioned by Maria Theresa of Austria. The book collection, which is one of
the richest in the region, is preserved in 87 libraries, while the APICE Centre collects rare and valuable book
stocks and archives. Academics University of Milan central library of Law and Humanities The University of
Milan is a public teaching and research university, which - with 9 schools and a teaching staff of about 2, comprises a wide variety of disciplinary fields. The university offers 69 undergraduate 3-year courses, 9
5-year or 6-year courses, 57 graduate 2-year courses and 15 1-year master courses. Moreover, there are 20
research doctorate schools and 74 specialization schools. The Law School was established in ; since then,
several distinguished professors have delivered courses: It offers bachelor, master, and doctoral-level degrees,
as well as medical specialization training. Medical students are trained on four different campuses. The faculty
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has an academic and research staff of about , and enrolls some new students each year. Every year, the centre
organises a vast range of sports courses, which cover everything from traditional disciplines, such as
swimming and athletics, to more modern activities, such as hydro-biking, yoga and capoeira. The University
of Milan Orchestra offers students the possibility to audition for a classical music ensemble in collaboration
with the "Giuseppe Verdi" Conservatory of Milan and with the direction of Maestro Alessandro Crudele. The
University Choir is composed of university staff, students, professors and enthusiasts from outside the
university. It is possible to become a member by passing an audition. The Centro Universitario Teatrale CUT ,
University Theatre Centre, is currently directed by Professor Alberto Bentoglio and collaborates actively with
groups of university students who have been involved in theatre productions for several years. Concessions for
cultural activities The University works closely with cinema, theatre, dance and music agents, to provide their
students and collaborators with access to cultural initiatives and services at reduced prices.
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William Allen to be the ultimate lame duck. Six months ago, state leaders officially determined that prolific
inventor Thomas Alva Edison, born in Milan, Ohio, better represents what Ohio prefers to be, rather than what
it was years ago when its likeness of Governor Allen, then recently deceased, was sent to the U. But
Washington may have to wait two more years for an Edison in marble or bronze. No tax dollars will be used in
the process. Her boss, Doug McDonald, chief executive officer of the center, is chairman of the commission.
This is a statewide process celebrating the history of Ohio. Edison, but it would be roughly two more years
before legislation would survive lobbying by Wright Brothers enthusiasts and clear Gov. Allen â€” a mids
Democratic governor, congressman, and U. But now, at a time when Mr. Lincoln is considered by many to be
the greatest president the nation has known and his effort to abolish slavery is the stuff not only of history but
also of big movies, Mr. Allen has not worn well over time. More information is at www. One of the awards
that night will go to state Sen. After several false starts, he ultimately inserted the language into the state
budget. Senator Wagoner will be citizen Wagoner by that time, having opted not to seek re-election. Contact
Jim Provance at: Related Items politics Click to comment Guidelines: Please keep your comments smart and
civil. To post comments, you must be a registered user on toledoblade. To find out more, please visit the FAQ.
Quis autem vel eum iure reprehenderit qui in ea voluptate velit esse quam nihil molestiae consequatur, vel
illum qui dolorem? Temporibus autem quibusdam et aut officiis debitis aut rerum necessitatibus saepe eveniet.
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displayed this summer before going to its permanent home at the U.S.

I have a copy of this photo hanging on a wall in what is currently he sitting room at the Print Shop museum
along with 2 framed and enlarged copies of the VHS newspaper "The Compass" from that year. My original
intention was to use their graduation pix. But I liked this so much I had to use it there and here. And so they
will always be "Young and Gay". Pressed for time this week I thought of the days when Bessie Roscoe
manned the news desk at The News. So I captured a "now" pic of the desk as it appears today. The old
telephone is a clue to the date. The furniture in both pix is the same. Out of necessity some shelving has been
added - but most everything in the "then" pic is still there today. Even the contents in many of the drawers of
the cabinet have gone untouched. The detail is amazing. I wish there were more. The photo accompanying this
essay was probably taken around The traffic on the river if you want to call it that was about equal to that on
the highway. Given these observations, along with the fact that all the fish tugs appear to be in port, would
lead one to assume that these shadows were probably caught on film on a Sunday. Believe it or not, there was
a time when one could have very literally fired a cannon ball down Liberty Avenue on a Sunday and never hit
a darn thing. And recreational power boating was only a specter of what it is today. It was at the very end of
the street. Even by the mids there were very few homes on that street. During those years I delivered the
Cleveland News and Press in town and I had but one customer on the street. He apologized with smile on his
face , but it still hurt like the blazes. I guess he wanted to try a moving target. One might note that there was a
significant amount of vegetation on the beach just north of F. Smokewood is a small piece of driftwood about
the size of a cigar that is so porous one can light it at one end and smoke it like a cigar. We may have smoked
this stuff. But we certainly did not inhale. The part that extends further out into the lake is seldom visible. Just
west of that jetty there used to be a rather extensive sandbar. When the water was low it formed a miniature
peninsula that one could actually walk on without getting wet. It, like most of the beach at Main Street and
elsewhere, is long gone. To be sure I like these old aerial photographs of our town; to see what it used to be; to
remember how it was; to know what it has become. Often do I now find myself complaining about what it has
become. By and large the town has become what I wanted it to become. Initially I said that "This will not take
the place of the "Macabre" stuff all the time - but will supplement whilst I search for more macabre stories to
tell. No value is placed opposite the items o furniture and saloon supplies. The liabilities are for the most part
made up of small sums due to merchants and supply men. Fey, who was recently appointed receiver of the
property of the Maudelton Hotel company, of Vermilion, has resigned and has been succeeded by Miller
Wilber. Wilber appointed receiver for the company is a very interesting development for a number of reasons.
I hope we come to know exactly how this thing was settled. He was represented by Attorney John Ray. Dolan
was indicted on the complaint of A. Gamber a well-known sheep buyer, who charged that the defendant had
struck him with a club and broke his arm. Gamer drove to the Denman farm, of which Dolan has charge and
went into a pasture about dusk to look at some sheep, which he thought of buying. As he was returning from
the pasture to his buggy he was met by Dolan who charged him with trying to steal sheep and assaulted him.
An Echo of the Wreck The following is an extract from a letter recently received by Mrs. Breese of Lima
concerning her grandmother Mrs. Harred who was hurt in the L. The shock was about as much as she could
stand. My Aunt wrote us, that two weeks ago was the first she was out to the table. It seems as though her
arms were sort of numbed she cold not raise them herself and could not tell when they were raised by someone
else. As for myself I am all right now. My rib bothered me for about four or five weeks, but now I am as well
as ever. This was probably one - if not the worst accident in the history of the L. The greater part of the
evening was taken up with discussions upon various subjects relating to the electric railway, sidewalks,
crosswalks, etc. The Wakefield Brass Co. This matter was turned over to the sidewalk committee who will see
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what can be done this winter in making a temporary walk. After ordering payment of bills council adjourned
until Thursday evening when several matters of importance will be taken up. Axtel has already felt the activity
generally produced by Republican victories. Confidence is restored and business stimulated. It must have been
a good deal bigger in The Vermilion Telephone Co. And with their large force at work helped to make things
hum here today, the cider and saw mills started up again and everything is doing overtime. But all of a sudden
work on the Telephone Co. When all men and teams were busy at work on the line, a big Touring Auto made
its appearance and before being noticed, had run over the Telephone Co. Then is what things began to move
Galloping up and down the road on horseback, the managers succeeded in saving a good many of the scattered
tools that had been strewn along the line by upturned wagons and excited and frightened horses. Our mayor
swore by Limburger and crackers if that car ever came back this way again he will make it lively for them he
seem quite exercised about this yet, just as he was calling up the volunteer fire department, the smoke had
cleared away! And at this writing things are quite normal again. This was an interesting, but poorly written,
news article. But I suppose The News had no choice but to take this news at face value. One can get the gist of
the piece. The telephone on the new line between here and Wakeman Stone Quarry are being installed. Pierce,
aged 85, mother of Gibson Pierce with whom she resided. Bert Jones, Friday, Nov. Kniesel is on the sick list.
This, of course, denotes the official transfer of the property that soon became Crystal Beach Amusement Park.
It was a milestone in the affairs of Vermilion, Ohio. Baumhart and sister Miss Mame attended the funeral of
Mrs. Gus Hagerman at Lorain yesterday. Rae has returned home after an absence of several weeks. Walper
spent Sunday and Monday with his family here. Frank Thompson who is employed as fireman on the brown
hoists at Lorain was laid up several days by a fall upon the docks. He came nearly going into the river and
would have probably droned So close was he that his shovel went into the water. Wahl has purchased the
property on the corner of Perry and Liberty street formerly owned by F. Word comes from Mrs. Rupert that
the operation which she underwent to a Cleveland hospital was successful and she is getting along nicely and
hopes to go to her home in Greensprings in two or three weeks. Fannie Maria Klady, was born in Wakeman,
Huron co. At the age of one year she, with her parents moved to Florence where she passed her girlhood. N
May 13, she was married to Dr. One child was born to them but it died in infancy. In she moved to Medina, O.
On June 7, she was married to bolivar Babcock and moved to Brunswick, O. She was a patient sufferer and
always tried to be pleasant and cheerful and in her death the world has lost one whose place can never be
filled. She was a woman of unusual ability and was a kind neighbor, a faithful wife and a true friend, and she
will long beheld in loving remembrance by her many friends on account of her many noble traits of character
and the sunshine her presence seemed to impart. No sick or needy friend languished for want of her assistance
or sought her aid in vain. She had been in poor health for some time but we did not think the end was so near,
but she had finished her work on earth and God called her home to receive the crown that she had so nobly
won. But she left us an example of a noble Christian character whose luster time can never dim. And her life
will always be a source of inspiration to all who knew her. Safely home beyond the river There to dwell
forever more She is waiting now to greet us On the bright celestial shore She leaves four sisters two brothers
and a host of friends to mourn her loss. There seems to be the impression that the Lakeside Inn is only a
summer hotel.
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Chapter 6 : News â€“ Page 27 â€“ WLKR
MILAN >> Thomas Edison is getting ready to leave Ohio and take his spot at the U.S. Capitol's Statuary Hall. A bronze
statue of the inventor holding a light bulb has been displayed at the.

Friday, November 3rd, Edison student arrested after refusing to go out for fire alarm A year-old female student
at Edison High School was arrested Wednesday after she allegedly refused to exit the building for a fire safety
alarm. She then allegedly locked herself in a bathroom stall and continued to defy attempts to leave and go to
the office. She was eventually charged with resisting arrest, persistent disorderly conduct and juvenile
delinquency; and was taken to an Erie County detention home. The boy from Willard was charged with felony
assault and disorderly conduct Tuesday after reportedly yelling profanities and making a death threat. He was
transported to the Erie County juvenile justice center. Bikeway trail along U. The foot wide paved trail is
expected to be finished by the end of this month. Erie MetroParks swaps land with resident Erie MetroParks
has obtained new property by making a trade with a local resident. Park workers have swapped neighboring
parcels close to three acres each on River Road with resident Mike Cowan. The easement allows pedestrian
connection to the Huron River Path MetroPark and for the park to have additional access to the Dupont Marsh
shoreline; allowing for possible fishing and birdwatching platforms to be built. For Cowan, he receives more
room to build parcels he recently purchased. The park plans to open a new room, five-story addition in May;
which includes premium amenities and many balconies with great views of Lake Erie. The expansion will take
place at the site of Sandcastle Suites; which recently closed. Thursday, November 2nd, Former Norwalk
doctor pleads guilty to 20 felonies A former doctor in Norwalk pleaded guilty Tuesday to 20 felonies
involving illegal processing of drugs and distributing pre-completed prescriptions for suboxone. Reeves also
will have to surrender his medical license. Two of his former employees, Lisa Garlock and Lisa House, face
similar charges. Authorities believe that all of the vehicles that year-old Edward Weaver targeted were left
unlocked. Gas prices on the rise Gas prices in the region could increase soon to their highest amount in two
years. Factors include a major pipeline outage Explorer Pipeline , refinery maintenance and the lingering
effects of Hurricane Harvey. It could be a number of days before prices get back to normal. Hospitals in the
area receive ratings for patient safety Patient safety ratings have been released for local hospitals by a national
organization. The ratings, released twice a year, include patient safety concerning risks such as accidents,
errors, infections and injuries. Phone scam in Monroeville Authorities in Monroeville are warning residents of
a phone scam. The problem isâ€¦the Monroeville Police Department says they do not have a civil division.
Again, this is a scam. Gently worn, new or used shoes can be dropped off at Maplehurst, League and Pleasant
Elementary schools; as well as the Norwalk Eagles Club. Money raised will be used for school and student
needs and will also go towards an organization that helps grow small businesses in developing countries and
support the families of those businesses. Cloudy, with a high near
Chapter 7 : News â€“ Page 54 â€“ K96 Country â€“ WKFM
Milan, Ohio is best known as the birth town of America's most famous inventor, Thomas Edison, in Just a few years after
the birth of Milan's famous son, a tradition of brewing began.

Chapter 8 : University of Milan | Revolvy
The money raised through Relay For Life events helps realize the American Cancer Society's mission to save lives,
celebrate life, and lead the fight for a world without cancer. Donations are used to fund life-saving cancer research,
patient support services, prevention and education information, and detection and treatment programs.
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Chapter 9 : Vermilion Views
Leaving McDonald's Web Site You are leaving the McDonald's Corporation web site for a site that is controlled by a third
party, not affiliated with McDonald's. The content and policies, including the privacy policy, on the site you are entering
may vary from McDonald's viewpoints and policies.
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